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The objective of this effort is to develop an efficient and accurate computational heat
transfer methodology to predict thermal, fluid, and hydrogen environments for a
hypothetical solid-core, nuclear thermal engine - the Small Engine, In addition, the effects
of power profile and hydrogen conversion on heat transfer efficiency and thrust
performance were also investigated. The computational methodology is based on an
unstructured-grid, pressure-based, all speeds, chemically reacting, computational fluid
dynamics platform, while formulations of conjugate heat transfer were implemented to
describe the heat transfer from solid to hydrogen inside the solid-core reactor. The
computational domain covers the entire thrust chamber so that the afore-mentioned heat
transfer effects impact the thrust performance directly. The result shows that the computed
core-exit gas temperature, specific impulse, and core pressure drop agree well with those of
design data for the Small Engine. Finite-rate chemistry is very importaot io predictiog the
proper energy balance as naturally occurring hydrogen decomposition is endothermic.
Locally strong hydrogen conversion associated with centralized power profile gives poor
heat transfer efficiency and lower thrust performance. On the other hand, uoiform
hydrogen conversion associated with a more uoiform radial power profile achieves higher
heat transfer efficiency, and higher thrust performance.
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turbulence modeling constants, 1.15, 1.9,0.25, and 0.09
heat capacity
diffusivity
flow channel diameter
empirical multipliers
total enthalpy
thermal conductivity
turbulent kinetic energy
drag loss due to porous media
pressure
volumetric heat source
temperature
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flow speed
mean velocities in three directions
Cartesian coordinates
species mass fraction
porosity or void of fraction
turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate
energy dissipation contribution
viscosity
turbulent eddy viscosity (=pC.k'/E)
turbulent kinetic energy production
density
turbulence modeling constants
shear stress
chemical species production rate
Subscripts and superscripts
cI centerline
p nuclear power source
r radiation
s surface, solid, or porous media
turbulent flow
I. Introduction
Nuclear thermal propulsion' can carry far larger payloads and reduce travel time for astronauts traveling to Marsthan is now possible with chemical propulsion. One of the feasible concepts, extensively tested during the
RoverlNERVA era, is the solid-core concept.'lt features a solid-core nuclear reactor consisting of hundreds of heat
generating prismatic flow elements, each containing tens of tubular flow channels through which the working fluid,
hydrogen, acquires energy and expands in a high expansion nozzle to generate thrust.
The advantage of using hydrogen as a propellant is well known in the chemical rocket due to its low molecular
weight. The effect of using hydrogen as a working fluid in a nuclear heat exchanger however, is not well studied.
For example, molecular hydrogen decomposes to atomic hydrogen during high temperature heating. Since atomic
hydrogen has half the weight of that of molecular hydrogen, it was speculated that the total thrust could be doubled
if all of the hydrogen is convened at very high temperatures. In actuality, the hydrogen conversion is probably not
uniform across the solid-core since the reactor temperature depends on the hydrogen flow rate distribution and the
power profile, which is a function of the Uranium loading. In addition, the hydrogen atom could recombine in the
nozzle since temperature decreases rapidly during the gas expansion.
On the other hand, it is always desirable to decrease the reactor weight while one of the ideas is to reduce the
reactor size, which increases the power density. One of the impacts of operating at the combination of high
temperature and hi~h power density is a phenomenon known as the mid-section corrosion, as reported during the
legacy engine tests. "It is the cracking of the coating layer, coupled with an excessive mass loss of the material near
the mid-section of a flow element. The purpose of the coating layer was to isolate the carbonaceous compound in the
flow element matrix from the anack by hydrogen. The causes of mid-section corrosion were speculated as a
mismatch in the thermal expansion of flow element and its coating material, high flow element web internal
temperature gradients, and change of solid thermal property due to irradiation'
Moreover, reduction of reactor size often started with reducing the diameter of the flow channels, which results
in high aspect ratio, or long flow channels. According to Rayleigh line theory, flow with continuous heat addition in
a long tube could choke. When that happens, any further heat addition can only serve to reduce the mass flow rate in
the tube or, in other words, to jump to another Rayleigh line of lower mass flow.' This could cause unintended mass
flow mal-distribution, resulting in side load in the flow element matrix and cracking the coating material. Choking in
the heated long flow channel is therefore another possibility causing mid-section corrosion.
To bener understand the afore-mentioned design issues, to help the design of the ongoing test apparatus for
materials development,'·· and to aim for the future thrust chamber design analyses, the objective of this effort is to
develop an efficient and accurate multiphysics computational heat transfer methodology, capable of providing
environments for studying those tasks. A unified thermal flowfied of a hypothetical solid-core thrust chamber from
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the Small Engine' was computed as a first attempt in this effort. The Small Engine was a 'paper engine' designed
near the end of the RoverlNERVA era that bears features of most legacy engines tested during that time period, but
was never built nor tested. By simulating and comparing the computed environments with those of the Small Engine
design analysis and available test information from other legacy tests, the lessons learned during RoverlNERVA era
may be revitalized and new strategy for reactor design and materials development devised.
A two-pronged approach was conducted, a detailed modeling of a single, powered flow element that could
address the possible causes of the mid-section corrosion, is reported in a separate effort', and a global modeling
approach that computes the entire thermal flowfield of the Small Engine thrust chamber, is reported here. The global
approach solves the entire thrust chamber with detailed modeling, except the thousands of flow channels in the
hundreds of flow elements were lumped together as a porous media, for computational efficiency. Specific impulse,
core-exit gas temperature, and pressure drop were computed and compared with those of the Small Engine. In total,
five three-dimensional thrust chamber computations were performed, to study the effects of hydrogen conversion
and its relationship with power profiles on overall heat transfer efficiency and thrust performance.
n. Computational Heat Transfer Methodology
A. Fluid Dynamics
The computational methodology was based on a multi-dimensional, fmite-volume, viscous, chemically reacting,
unstructured grid, and pressure-based, computational fluid dynamics formulation' Time-varying transport equations
of continuity, species continuity, momentum, total enthalpy, turbulent kinetic energy, and turbulent kinetic energy
dissipation were solved using a time-marching sub-iteration scheme and are written as;
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
A predictor and corrector solution algorithm was employed to provide coupling of the governing equations. A
second-order central-difference scheme was employed to discretize the diffusion fluxes and source terms. For the
convective terms, a second-order upwind total variation diminishing difference scheme was used. To enhance the
temporal accuracy, a second-order backward difference scheme was employed to discretize the temporal terms.
Details of the numerical algorithm can be found in Refs 9-13.
An extended k-£ turbulence model" was used to describe the turbulent flow and turbulent heat transfer. A
modified wall function approach was employed to provide wall boundary layer solutions that are less sensitive to the
near-wall grid spacing. Consequently, the model has combined the advantages of both the integrated-to-the-wall
approach and the conventional law-of-the-wall approach by incorporating a complete velocity profile and a
universal temperature profile'.
B. Heat Transfer in Solids
The solid heat conduction equation was solved with the gas-side heat flux distributions as its boundary conditions.
The solid heat conduction equation can be written as:
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~(KaT')+Q +Qdr dr· p .,
J '
(7)
C. Flow and Heat Transfer in Porous Media
A two-temperature porosity model was formulated and separate thermal conductivities for the flow and the solid
parts were used. The heat transfer between tbe flow and solid was modeled by using the empirical correlation ofheat
transfer coefficient for circular pipes as a function of flow Reynolds numbers. Empirical multipliers for both the heat
transfer and drag loss were determined by comparing solutions of flow passing through a porous flow element with
those of a Small Engine 19-channel flow element using detailed conjugate heat transfer modeling. The only affected
fluid governing equations are Navier-Stokes and energy equations and can be rewritten as:
opu, +~(pu}u,)=- op + or" _.£ (8)
at ax) ax, ax} p
a;> a~)P"}H)=~ +Qr+a~J(:'+;JHh~J({p+JI')-(:' + ;J)v(V212))+o+iQ' (9)
For the solid heat conduction in porous media,
op,Cp,T,
at (10)
For the Small Engine 19-channel flow element heat-exchanger configuration, drag loss in circular pipes can be used
as a point of departure. That is,
(II)
where Cf = 0.0791 Re -0.25 is the Blasius formula for turbulent pipe flow. IS
For the heat exchange source term,
(12)
For the purpose of this study, the conjugate heat transfer module for solids was benchmarked with the analysis of
a cylindrical specimen heated by an impinging hot hydrogen jet' The computed solid temperature profiles agreed
well with those of a standard solid heat transfer code SINDA. 16 The methodology for flow through porous media
was verified through a particle-bed nuclear flow element" and the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) main injector
assembly." The numerical and physical models for predicting the thrust and wall heat transfer were benchmarked
with an analysis of the SSME thrust chamber f1owfield, in which the computed axial-thrust performance, flow
features, and wall heat fluxes compared well with those of the test data."
UI. Three-Dimensional Thrust Chamber Modeling
The flow and heat transfer inside a solid-core thrust chamber was modeled after the Small Engine.' General
geometry and operating conditions were obtained from Ref. 7, while certain specific operating conditions and nozzle
geometry were provided by the System Engineering group.
A. Computational Grid Generation
Hybrid computational grids were generated using a software package GRIDGEN 19. There are 564 flow elements
and 241 support elements or tie-tubes designed for the solid-core reactor in the Small Engine. The prismatic flow
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element contains 19 tubular coolant channels. Each flow element is beld in position by three tie-tubes and the
corresponding hot-end support system (not modeled). The layout of the flow elements and tie-tubes of the solid-core
is such that the whole thrust cbamber is symmetrical about a 30 deg. pie-shaped section. A total of 1,925,742 grid
points or 2,408,198 computational cells were used. Figure I shows a 240 deg. view of the computational grid and
geometry layout of the thrust chamber and tie-tube walls. The thrust chamber includes tbe inlet wall, the pressure
vessel, and the nozzle with skirt, while the expansion ratio is 100. Only tie-tubes in the pressure vessel are shown for
clarity. Figure 2 shows a cross-sectional cut of the solid-core computational grid depicting flow elements, tie-tubes,
slat, and reflector. Note that the 19 channels in each flow element were lumped as one porous flow channel, and the
effect of which were modeled with Eq. (8) through Eq. (12).
Tie-tubes
Pressure Vessel
Tie-tube
Flow element
Slat
Reflector
Fig. I Computational grid and geometry
representation of the solid-core Small Engine
thrust chamber.
Fig. 2 Cross-sectional computational grid layout
for the solid-core of the Small Engine.
B. Thermal Properties and Kinetics
Real gas thermodynamic properties were obtained from Ref. 20. These properties were generated for
temperatures up to 20,000 deg. K. The peak gas temperature computed did not exceed 10,000 deg. K, hence well
within the applicable range. A 2-species, 2-reaction chemical kinetics mechanism was used to describe the finite-rate
hydrogen dissociation and recombination reactions, as shown in Table I. The first hydrogen recombination reaction
is abridged from a large set of mechanism for kerosene combustion," while an irreversible, second reaction22 is
added to describe the hydrogen decomposition.
h .ki
M IS thlld-body colliSIOn partner and rate constant K - AT exp(-flRT).
T bl I H dra e 1YC ogeD reaction netles mec amsm
Reaction- A B fIR M Ref.
M + H + H -H,+ M 5.0E15 0 0 H2, H 20
M + H, -+ H+H+ M 8.8E14 0 48300 H, 21
•
..
""
Solid-core flow element material is assumed to be the (U, Zr)C-graphite composite A which was tested as flow
element material in the Nuclear Furnace I Test Reactor. Properties of thermal conductivity, density, and heat
capacity as a function of temperature were obtained for (U, Zr)C-grapbite composite A from Ref. 3. Those
properties" of Beryllium were used for the reflector and slat. Slat acts as a buffer between the core and the reflector.
C. Boundary, Inlet Conditions and Run Matrix
Na-slip boundary condition was applied to all solid walls, while supersonic outflow boundary condition was
employed at the nozzle exit. Total conditions were used at the inlet. Inlet hydrogen flow properties were obtained from a
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system model simulation. Since the minor thermal effects of tie-tubes were included in the system model simulation,
adiabatic wall boundary condition was used for tie-tube walls in lieu of modeling the heat transfer inside the tie-tubes.
The core surrounding components such as the slat and reflector were treated as heat conducting solids to provide
accurate boundary condition for the solid-core boundary. The heat conducted from the core through slat and reflector
to the outer thrust chamber walls was dissipated to a far-field temperature of31 0 K.
Power profiles were imposed onto the solid-core domain in lieu of the neutronics calculations. Two axial and three
radial power profiles were used to show the effect of which on the heat transfer and thrust performance, as shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. The run matrix is formed with three combinations of these power profiles, as shown in Table 2. The first
combination uses the shape of a Cosine curve in both the axial and radial directions which resembles the thermal flux
distribution in bare reactors," and is simply named as the Cosine-Cosine power profile. By definition, the power of the
Cosine-Cosine power profile peaks at the middle of the core and drops to zero at the core boundary due to escaping
neutrons. The second one is prescribed by a neutronics calculation with varied Uranium loading. It gives a clipped
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Fig. 3 Power profiles used in the axial direction. Fig. 4 Power profiles employed In the radial
direction.
Cosine profile in the axial direction and a flattened profile in the radial direction, and is dubbed as the clipped Cosine-
flattened power profile. The varied Uranium loading flattens the power profile in the radial direction, but the power rises
near the boundary to show the effect of the reflector, as shown in Fig. 4. The idea of flattening the radial profile is such
that the flow in the channels is heated more uniformly, thereby improving the heat transfer efficiency. The clipped
Cosine-flattened profile probably represents the closest power profile to what would have happened in the Small Engine.
To see the effect ofa theoretically flat radial power distribution, the third combination employs the clipped Cosine curve
in the axial direction and a flat curve in the radial direction, which is called the clipped Cosine-flat power profile.
In total, five cases were computed in this study, as shown in Table 2. To understand the effect of hydrogen
conversion on the heat transfer and thrust perfonnance, finite-rate and frozen chemistries were applied to the Cosine-
Cosine power profile separately as Cases I and 2, while those were applied to the clipped Cosine-flattened power
distribution respectively as Cases 3 and 4. Finite-rate chemistry means the hydrogen decomposition and recombination
reactions were invoked while the reaction rate is finite, as shown in Table 1. When finite-rate chemistry is used, the
species composition is a function of the local temperature, pressure, and residence time. Frozen chemistry means the
inlet composition is frozen and chemical reactions are not allowed.
Table 2 Run matrix
Case Axial power shape Radial power shape Cbemistry
I Cosine Cosine Finite-rate
2 Cosine Cosine Frozen
3 Clipped Cosine Flattened Finite-rate
4 Clipped Cosine Flattened frozen
5 Clipped Cosine Flat Finite-rate
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0.430
0.387
0.3-4_
0.301
0.258
0.215
0.172
0.129
0.086
0.043
0.000
Fig. 5 Solid and gas temperatures, and hydrogen atom mass fraction
contours on tbe symmetry plane for Case I.
IV. Results and Discussion
Case 1: Cosine-Cosine power profile, finite-rate cbemistry
Figure 5 shows the computed thrust chamber temperatures, and hydrogen atom mass fraction contours for the
Cosine-Cosine power distribution with finite-rate chemistry case. In the temperature contours plot, those in the
solid-core represent the solid
temperatures in the flow elements, the
portions surrounding the solid-core
depict the temperatures in the slat and
reflector, while the rest are the gas
temperature contours. It can be seen that
the solid-core temperature contours
reflect the Cosine-Cosine power
distribution with a heat transfer delay in
the axial direction. The hydrogen gas
temperature contours in the solid core
(not shown) take the same shape as those
of the solid temperature, except lower.
The heat transfer delay in the axial
direction is a result of the energy balance
between the cooling from the incoming
cold hydrogen in the flow channels and
the heating from the nuclear material in
the web of the flow elements. It is
apparent that the effect of cold hydrogen
pushes the peak flow element
temperature downstream. The hydrogen
atom contours also look similar to those
of the solid-core temperature contours,
with the peak conversion pushed to near
the end of the core due to the same
reason that pushed the peak solid
temperature away from the center core.
Coolant hydrogen enters the thrust
chamber at about 370 deg. K, heats up to about 4800 deg. K in the solid-core, then cools and expands into the
diverging nozzle to generate the thrust. Molecular hydrogen decomposes to atomic hydrogen at about 2400 deg. K,
hence most oftbe hydrogen atoms are formed while in the flow elements. Once the local temperature starts to cool,
i.e., during the expansion in the nozzle, hydrogen atoms recombine to become molecular hydrogen. The peak
hydrogen atom mass fraction in Case I is 0.40, or 40% conversion.
Figure 6 shows the computed solid and gas axial tem~erature profiles on the symmetry plane, mostly in the
solid-core. Only the temperature profiles for the 1",3",5 , 7~, and 9~ flow element from the center tie-tube are
plotted for clarity. The solid temperatures lead those of the gas temperatures, showing the effect of the heat transfer
coefficient between the flow element and gas. The gas temperatures appear to peak near the core exit, while the solid
temperatures appear tol'eak earlier for the I", 3", and 5~ fuel element, but not for the 7~ and 9~ fuel element. The
lead decreases at the 7 flow element, and disappears completely at the 9~ flow element. These axial temperature
profiles reflect the effect of the Cosine-Cosine power profile that concentrates the power in the middle of the core,
and drops to zero at the core boundary. The peak solid temperature for the 9~ flow element is the lowest at around
700 deg. K. The gas core-exit temperature is about 4600 deg. K at the I" flow element, and again about 700 deg. k
at the 9~ flow element. The 3900 deg. K temperature spread indicates a very non-uniform temperature distribution at
tbe core-exit, or poor heat transfer efficiency, caused by the Cosine-Cosine power distribution. Note the temperature
gradient of the solid temperature is very steep for the I" flow element occurring at a location between the core
entrance and the peak temperature, indicating the mid-section corrosion could have happened over here.
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Fig. 6 Solid and gas axial temperature profiles
for the 1St, 3td, 5th, 7th) and gdt flow elements on
the symmetry plane for Case I.
Fig. 7 Solid and gas axial temperature profiles
for the I", 3"', 5"', 7"', and 9'" flow elements on
the symmetry plane for Case 2.
Fig. 8 Solid and gas temperatures, and hydrogen atom mass fraction
contours on the symmetry plane for Case 3.
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Case 2: Cosine-Cosine power profile, frozen chemistry
Frozen chemistry means the entering
coolant hydrogen composition is frozen
and that the molecular hydrogen
decomposition is not allowed and
hydrogen atom is not formed. As a
result, the temperatures of the frozen
chemistry case are much higher than
those of the finite-rate chemistry case,
This is because the hydrogen
decomposition reaction is endothennic.
That is, a lot of heat was used to
decompose molecular hydrogen into the
atomic hydrogen in the finite-rate
chemistry case. The frozen chemistry
case is obviously theoretical and its high
solid and gas temperatures are not
physical, since hydrogen decomposition
occurs naturally, The frozen chemistry
case though, demonstrates that the
inclusion of rmite-rate chemistry
calculation is important in getting the
proper energy balance and hence the
correct temperature predictions.
Figure 7 shows the computed solid
and gas axial temperature profiles for the
tst, 3rd, 5th, 7lh, and 9th flow elements on
the symmetry plane, for the Cosine-
Cosine power distribution with frozen
chemistry case. The peak core-exit gas
temperature at the flfst flow element is about 9400 deg. K, while that for the 9'" flow element is about 650 deg. K.
The gas temperature spread at the core-exit is therefore about 8750 deg. K, much bigger than the 3900 deg. K of the
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finite-rate chemistry case. This is again not physical since hydrogen decomposition occurs naturally whenever the
gas temperature exceeds 2400 deg. K.
Case 3: Clipped Cosine-flattened power profile, finite-rate chemistry
It is obvious that the Cosine-Cosine power distribution not only causes peak solid temperatures that are too high,
but also the very non-uniform core-exit gas tempe.ratures, indicating inefficient heat transfer. Fortunately, by varying
the Uranium loading, a flanened distribution in the radial direction could be achieved, as shown in Fig. 4. Note that
this profile is not completely flat, since the normalized power is at about 1.1 in the middle, drops to a minimum at
about 0.9, rising to a maximum of 1.6 at the boundary. But relative to the nominal Cosine power profile, it is
relatively flat. Figure 8 shows the computed solid and gas temperatures, and hydrogen atom mass fraction contours
for the clipped Cosine-flattened power profile with finite-rate chemistry case. It can be seen that the solid and gas
temperature contours and the atomic hydrogen contours, reflect the effect of the clipped Cosine-flattened power
distribution shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Comparing to the temperature contours in Fig. 5, those in Fig. 8 are more
uniform. The peak solid and gas temperatures in Fig. 8 at about 3149 and 3081 deg. K., respectively, are much lower
than those in Fig. 5, or 5369 and 4596 deg. K., respectively. As a result, the peak hydrogen atom mass fraction also
drops from a high 0.40 in Fig. 5 to a low 0.02, or a 2% conversion. Note that the atomic hydrogen contours exhibit a
more pronounced striation in the pressure vessel beneath the core than those in Case I. This is caused by the higher
power profile at the core boundary, resulting in higher temperature at the boundary which promotes more local
hydrogen conversion than that of Case I.
Figure 9 shows the computed solid and gas axial temperature profiles on the symmetry plane. Comparing to
those in Fig. 6, it can be seen that other than the 9th element, the solid temperature in general only leads the gas
temperature slightly. This is because of this flattened radial power profile is more uniform than the nominal Cosine
profile used for Fig. 6. The peak core-exit gas temperature at the I" fuel element is about 3037 deg. K., while that at
the 9th fuel element is about 2514 deg. K. The temperature spread of the gas temperature at the core-exit is hence
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Fig. 9 Solid and gas axial temperature profiles
for the 1St, 3m, 5th, 7Th, and 9th flow elements on
the symmetry plane for Case 3.
Fig. 10 Solid and gas axial temperature profiles
for the I", 3"', 5th, 7th, and 9th flow elements on
the symmetry plane for Case 4.
only about 523 deg. K, much less than that of3900 deg. k in Case I, indicating the gas core-exit temperature of Case
3 is much more uniform than that of Case 1. The flattened radial power profile is therefore an improvement over the
Cosine power distribution.
Note that it is possible to physically flatten the flattened radial power profile of Fig. 4 even more, with further fine
tuning of the Uranium loading. In addition, the hydrogen mass flow may be profiled similar to the radial power
profile. That way, the mass flow rates at locations of higher power will be high, while those at locations of lower
power will be low. The result is an even more uniform core-exit gas temperature distribution than that in Case 3.
The mass flow profiling may be physically achieved with the installation of various sizes of orifices at the entrance
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Fig. II Solid and gas temperatures, and hydrogen atom mass
fraction contours on the symmetry plane for Case 5.
Case 5: Clipped Cosine-flat power profile,
finite-rate chemistry
Case 5 uses the clipped Cosine profile for the
axial power distribution and a flat profile for the
radial power distribution. The resulting
temperature and hydrogen mass fraction contours
are shown in Fig. I I. It can be seen in terms of
the solid-core radial temperature distribution and
the uniformity of the gas temperature beneath the solid core, this one is the most uniform; so is the hydrogen mass
fraction contours. Note that the hydrogen atom conversion is only about 1.5%.
of each flow element. The effect of mass flow profiling may also be numerically modeled with the current modeling
technique, but out of the scope of this task.
Case 4: Clipped Cosine-nattened power
profile, frozen chemistry
Fig. 10 shows the computed solid and gas
axial temperature profiles on the symmetry plane
for Case 4. The depictions for the temperature
profiles in Fig. 10 are very similar to those of Fig.
9 except the peak temperatures and the
temperature spread are slightly higher, due to the
frozen chemistry. The reason why the temperature
differences between Case 3 and Case 4 are much
smaller than those of Case I and Case 2 is
because of the power distributions. The effect of
frozen chemistry is more pronounced with the
non-uniform Cosine-Cosine power profile than
with the more uniform clipped Cosine-flattened
power profile.
Figure 12 shows the solid and gas axial temperature
profiles for the 1St, 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 9 flow elements in the
solid-core. It can be seen that the temperature spread among
the I", 3"', 5'" and 7'" flow elements are much smaller than
those of earlier cases, except those of the 9'" flow element
due to the heat loss to the slat and reflector. From Figs II and
12, it can be seen this flat radial power profile is a very good
power profile in terms of general uniformity of the
temperatures for both solid and gas temperatures inside the
core and for gas exit temperatures.
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Fig. 12 Solid and gas axial temperature profiles
for the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 71h, and 9th flow elements on
the symmetry plane for Case 5.
Table 3 shows a summary of the computed heat transfer
and thrust performance parameters. The second column
shows the averaged core-exit gas temperatures. These were
obtained by averaging the centerline temperatures at the core-
exit for all nine elements on the symmetry plane. It can be
seen that the averaged core-exit gas temperatures for the
Cosine-Cosine power distribution cases are much higher than
the Small Engine design temperature of 2750 deg. K, while
the temperature of the frozen chemistry case at 5514 deg. K
is much higher that of the finite-rate chemistry case at 3334 deg. K. The averaged core-exit temperature of the
clipped Cosine-flattened power distribution cases are much lower, with 2785 deg. K for the finite-rate chemistry
case and 2927 deg. K for the frozen chemistry case. As mentioned before, the hydrogen decomposition is
endothermic, hence the temperatures of the frozen chemistry case are higher than those of the finite-rate chemistry
case. And again since hydrogen decomposition is naturally occurring at high temperatures, the results for the frozen
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chemistry cases are unphysical but demonstrated that the importance of including the finite-rate chemistry
calculation for accurate temperature predictions. As for case 5, its averaged core-exit gas temperature at 2782 deg.
K is the closest to that of the Small Engine design value.
d ~fth ha e summa~ a e eat trans er an I per onnance parameters.
Case T ooreellib K /::,.T core Wb K ISP ~P_,atm Ternax
I 3334 3900 811 8.9 5369
2 5514 8750 844 8.9 9366
3 2785 523 868 9.1 3149
4 2927 654 873 9.1 3365
5 2782 842 900 9.1 3066
Small Eng,ine 2750 - 860-875 9.0
T bl 3 A
The third column shows the temperature spread, or the difference of the core-exit gas temperature between the
first and the 9'" flow elements. Lower spread represents more uniform temperature distribution amongst the flow
elements, or better heat transfer efficiency. It can be seen that the more uniform clipped Cosine-flattened power
profile produces better heat transfer efficiency than that of the Cosine-Cosine power distribution. For example, the
temperature spread of 523 deg. K of Case 3 is much less than that of 3900 deg. K ofCase I. Again, frozen chemistry
results in higher spread than that of the finite-rate chemistry. Note although the temperature spread of Case 5 at 842
deg. K is higher than those of Cases 3 and 4, it is actually more unifnrm in most of the core, except at the 9'" flow
element.
The fourth column shows the computed specific impulses. Remember that the maximum atomic hydrogen mass
fraction is 0.4 for case I, 0.02 for Case 3, and 0.015 for Case 5, yet the ISP of Case 5 is higher than that of Case 3,
which in tum is higher than that of case I. These results demonstrated that the notion of higher temperature, more
atomic hydrogen, therefore higher thrust is not likely true. Rather, based on a fixed power, it is the more uniform
power profile that produces the higher thrust. The fifth column shows the comparison of the computed core pressure
drops. It can be seen that all are close to the design value of 9 atm, although those nf the Cosine-Cosine power
distribution are slightly lower. The last column shows the computed peak solid temperatures. It can be seen that the
lowest peak solid temperature belongs to the Case 5 and the reason is clear.
The computed averaged core-exit gas temperature, specific impulse, and core pressure drop of Case 3 agree very
well with those of the design values, indicating the simulation with the computational model developed in this work,
clnsely simulated the fluid, thermal, and hydrogen environments in the Small Engine design. On the other hand, the
computed averaged core-exit gas temperature and core pressure drop are equally good with Case 5, yet its ISP is 32
s higher than that of the Case 3, demonstrating the more uniform radial power distribution generates higher heat
transfer efficiency, lower peak solid temperature, and higher thrust performance.
V. Conclusion
A multiphysics, computational heat transfer methodology was developed to predict heat transfer efficiency and
thrust performance for a hypothetical solid-core, nuclear thermal engine thrust chamber - the Small Engine. The
methodology computes a unified thrust chamber thermal field constituting the inlet plenum, the pressure vessel, and
the nozzle. Multiphysics invoked include the turbulent flow and heat transfer, finite-rate chemistry, and conjugate
heat transfer. The computed result of the core-exit gas temperature, core pressure drop, and specific impulse for the
clipped Cosine-flattened power profile agree with the design very well. Finite-rate chemistry is very important in
predicting the proper energy balance as naturally occurring hydrogen decomposition is endothermic. In addition,
high hydrogen conversion neither improves the heat transfer efficiency, nor increasing the thrust performance.
Rather, it is the more uniform power profile that produces lower peak solid temperature, higher heat transfer
efficiency, and higher thrust performance.
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Introduction
• Nuclear thermal propulsion can carry larger
payloads and reduce travel time to Mars than is
now possible with chemical propulsion.
• Solid-core concept was extensively tested during
the Rover/NERVA era and appears to be the
most feasible.
• This concept involves a solid-core reactor
consisting of hundred of heat generating flow
elements, and each flow elements containing
tens of flow channels through which the working
fluid hydrogen acquires energy and expands in
a high expansion nozzle to generate thrust.
• The solid-core reactor is a heat exchanger.
• The reactor often operates at very high
temperature and power density, which
imposes real challenges to the integrity of the
flow element material.
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Introduction - continued
• Effect of hydrogen as a working fluid
- Hydrogen is an excellent propellant
- H2 = 2H
- Effect of hydrogen dissociation in core on heat transfer efficiency?
- Hydrogen atom is a better propellant?
- Effect of hydrogen recombination in nozzle on thrust performance?
• Effect of hydrogen on flow element material
- Hydrogen corrodes away channel walls and protective coatings made of certain
materials
- Corrosion enhances with higher temperature
- Penetrates into fuel matrix core and weakens core
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Introduction - continued
• Mid-section corrosion - cracked coating and excessive mass loss
• Causes of mid-section corrosion:
- Mismatch in the thermal expansion of flow element and its coating material
- Temperature difference between fuel and coating
- High flow element web internal temperature gradients, especially near the
coating layer
- Change of solid thermal property due to irradiation
- Side load caused by flow choking in channels
-
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Introduction - continued
,
N~5A
,
• To make solid-core nuclear thermal rocket a viable concept for Mars
missions, we must
- Understand the effects of hydrogen as a working fluid on heat transfer
efficiency in core and thrust performance in the nozzle
- Develop materials that withstand the harsh reactor environment
• One way to help understanding the effect of hydrogen as a working fluid
and developing materials that withstand the harsh environment is to
develop a computational methodology that can accurately predict
thermal-fluid environments inside the thrust chamber and reproduce the
flow element thermal environment occurring in the legacy engine tests.
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Introduction - continued
• The objective is to develop an efficient and accurate multiphysics
thermo-fluid computational methodology to predict environments for a
hypothetical solid-core thrust chamber and the associated flow element,
similar to those in the Small Engine.
• The computational methodology was based on an existing CFD code
(UNIC). Conjugate heat transfer formulations for coupling fluid dynamics
and conductive heat transfer in solids and in porous media were
developed and tested.
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Introduction - continued
,
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,
• The physics to be implemented into UNIC:
- Conjugate heat transfer for flow and porous
media (global multi-element thrust chamber)
• is being anchored with computational analysis
using a 19-channel single flow element
configuration
- Conjugate heat transfer for flow and solids
(detailed multi-channel flow element)
• Conjugate heat transfer with cylindrical specimen
heated by impinging hot-hydrogen jet
- Anchored with standard conductive heat
transfer code SINDA.
- Will be further anchored with test data obtained
from IR&D Focus Area Project "Hot Hydrogen
Materials and Component Development".
• Conjugate heat transfer with prescribed power
distribution
- Will be further anchored with test data obtained
from Task #12 - NTREES
Induction "'aw
(500llw)
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UNIC Computational Methodology
Conjugate Heat Transfer: Gas-side Governing Equations
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Gas-side Governing Equations - Continued
[
f )4.02 ( 2 )0.79] ( )
u+ =In \1+ +11 / y+ -7.37y+ +83.3 +S.63tan-1 0.12y+ -0.441 -3.81
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Conjugate Heat Transfer: Solid-side Governing Equations
Heat transfer in Solids
Gas / Solid Interface
,
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Conjugate Heat Transfer: Flow and Heat Transfer
in Porous Media
Gas - Side Navier - Stokes and Energy Equations in Porous Media
aPUi +~(PU}uJ=- ap + mij _~
at ax· ax· ax· 13) I }
apH +~(PU}H)= ap +Qr +~[[~+~JVH]+~{[(,u+,uI)-[~+~J]v(~]}+e+ Qsat ax} at ax} Cp (JH ax) Cp (JH 2 13
Solid Heat Conduction in Porous Media
apsCpsTs-~(K aTsJ= Qv+Qs
aT ax) saxi 1-13
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Multiphysics Analysis
• Turbulent heat transfer
• Conjugate heat transfer
- Gas and solid
- Gas, solid, porous media
• Power generation
• Variable gas and solid thermodynamic properties
• Finite-rate chemistry
13
Finite-Rate Chemistry
Table 1 Hydrogen reaction kinetics mechanism
Reactiona A B BIR M Ref.
M+H+H=H2 +M 5.0E15 0 0 H2, H 20
M+H2 -H+H+M 8.8E14 0 48300 H2 21
aM is third-body collision partner and rate constant K = ATB exp(-BlRT).
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.Global Thrust Chamber Model
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Global Thrust Chamber Model
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Table 2 Runmatrix.
Run matrix
Case Axial power shape Radial power shape Chemistry
1 Cosine Cosine Finite-rate
2 Cosine Cosine Frozen
3 Clipped Cosine Flattened Finite-rate
4 Clipped Cosine Flattened frozen
5 Clipped Cosine Flat Finite-rate
18
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Solid-Core Thermal Conductivity
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Result of Global Thrust Chamber Analysis
Computed pressure contours on thrust chamber
and tie-tube walls
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Result of Global Thrust Chamber Analysis
T'ol'd.GQr9 Tg (X.H
5300 4700 0.400
4810 4350 0.371
4320 4000 0.343
3830 3650 0.314
3340 3300 0286
2850 2950 0.257
T$la' 2360 2600 0.2291870 2250 0.200
1380 1900 0.171
890 1550 0.143
400 1200 0.114
850 0.086
500 0.057
0.029
0.000
Case 1: Cosine - Cosine Power Profiles, Finite-Rate Chemistry
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Result of Global Thrust Chamber Analysis
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Result of Global Thrust Chamber Analysis
Tso!ld.GOnl Tg ~
3100 3000 0.020
2875 2730 0,019
2650 2460 0,017
2425 2190 0.016
2200 1920 0.014
1975 1650 0.013
TsI.t 1750 1380 0,0111525 1110 0.010
1300 840 0.009
1075 570 0.007
850 300 0.006
625 0.004
400 0.003
0.001
0.000
Case 3: Clipped Cosine Axial and Flattened Radial Power Profiles, Finite-Rate Chemistry
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Result of Global Thrust Chamber Analysis
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Case 3, Finite-Rate Chemistry Case 4. Frozen Chemistry
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Result of Global Thrust Chamber Analysis
Tsolld.con> Tg ~
3100 3000 0.015
2875 2775 0.014
2650 2550 0.013
Trell.Glor
2425 2325 0.012
2200 2100 0.011
1975 1875 0.010
1750 1650 0.009
1525 1425 0.008
1300 1200 0.007
1075 975 0.006
850 750 0.005
625 525 0.004
400 300 0.003
0.002
0.001
0.000
Case 5: Clipped Cosine Axial and Flat Radial Power Profiles, Finite-Rate Chemistry
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Result of Global Thrust Chamber Analysis
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Result of Global Thrust Chamber Analysis
Table 3 A summary of the heat transfer and performance parameters.
Case T~core exit. K !:lT~,core exit, K ISP !:lPcore. atm Ts,max
1 3334 3734 811 8.9 5369
2 5514 8329 844 8.9 9366
3 2785 531 868 9.1 3149
4 2927 654 873 9.1 3365
5 2782 842 900 9.1 3066
Small Engine 2750 - 860~875 9.0
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:Conclusion
• A computational conjugate heat transfer methodology was developed to
predict fluid-thermal-hydrogen environments for a hypothetical solid-
core, nuclear thermal engine thruster and the associated flow element.
• A thrust chamber global analysis was performed to understand the
effects of hydrogen dissociation and power profiles on heat transfer
efficiency and thrust performance.
• The computed thermal-fluid-hydrogen environments and thrust
performance appear to match those of the Small Engine.
• Finite-rate chemistry is important in predicting the proper energy balance
as naturally occurring hydrogen is endothermic.
• High hydrogen decomposition neither improves the heat transfer
efficiency, nor increasing the thrust performance. Rather, it is the more
uniform power profile that produces lower peak solid temperature, higher
heat transfer efficiency, and higher thrust performance.
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